
2021 Norene Hokett Invitational - Debate Topics

Rd 1 NPDA The USFG should forgive established student loan debt.

Rd 1 IPDA 1. The needs of the many outweigh the struggle of the individual.
2. It’s Hammer time!
3. Civics should be a mandatory class in high school.
4. We should phase out the manufacturing of new combustion engine vehicles by 2031.
5. Unemployment covid measures should be extended.

Rd 2 NPDA In general, the book is better than the movie.

Rd 2 IPDA 1. The USFG should set a new minimum wage at not less than $15 per hour.
2. Having money isn't everything, not having it is.
3. Human rights should be preferred over animal rights.
4. Cryptocurrency should be banned
5. Starbucks is overrated.

Rd 3 IPDA 1. Freedom is greater than wealth.
2. Ted Lasso should be required watching for coaches.
3. The infield fly rule should be banned
4. The shoe no longer fits
5. Governor Newsome should authorize fines for individuals not following covid mandates

Rd 3 NPDA The USFG should mandate substantial changes to search and seizure guidelines for American police.

Rd 4 NPDA Beach vacations are better than mountain vacations.

Rd 4 IPDA 1. We should get the ball rolling
2. Disneyland is better than Magic Mountain
3. Baseball should not allow a team with 100 wins to end up in a one-game playoff.
4. The United States should create a new federal agency to fight future pandemics.
5. A tax on mileage driven is an unfair tax.

Final NPDA It was a mistake for the US to leave Afghanistan.

Final IPDA 1. The United States should reverse course.
2. Android phones are better than iPhones
3. Tom Brady is the best quarterback of all time.
4. The United States should mandate Covid vaccines for nearly all citizens.
5. California should make recall initiatives more difficult to succeed.


